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Verse:
ln the eye of the beholder lays the foundation of some
choices
And my perception of some people I see
They seem to have lost touch with reality
They miss seeing the beauty in plain things
love is now measured with fortune and fame
They pass the small and go for bigger things
And it's so sad
lift your head up

Chorus:
Let's keep it simple just by simply loving little things
Some people could not go back to it even if they try to
Learn to appreciate the value of it all
Never take it for granted
Take it for granted
Let's Just keep it simple

Verse:
Kids playing outside at the corner.
But they don t like that anymore
They like TV now
Jumping rope
Do you remember?
But they don't like that anymore it's replaced with the
toy store
It's good to re-evaluate the way we think
Take It back to the core and roots of things
Imagine everything gone and all that's left is you
If that good enough for you
What would you do?

Chorus:
Let's keep it simple just by simply loving little things
Some people could not go back to it even if they try to
Learn to appreciate the value of it all
Never take it for granted
Take it for granted
Let's Just keep it simple
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Bridge:
Let's keep ik simple nw
Just like the little things
Let's keep it simple nice and easy like I told you
Let's keeep it simple now
Just like the little things
Let's keeep it nice and easy like I told you
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